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Museum Observation #2
The 2015-2017 digital strategy outlined by the Science Museum Group is a
series of important objectives and principles that are meant to explain how the
museums involved are reimagining how to use digital technology both within the
museum setting and online. These objectives and principles can actually be applied
to any kind of museum (including my partner museum, The Morgan Library and
Museum), and are important guidelines for how museums in the twenty-first
century can ensure that the digital and physical environments of a museum can
coexist and enhance a visitor’s overall experience.
First Principle: Audience Centered
The first principle explains how an institution must first look at its audiences’ needs
and wants before it can make any decisions about what kind of technology should
be used in the institution. Any new technology should be tested by a limited number
of visitors first, in order to see how they respond to it and if it would be successful
or not.1 The information professional within a museum should also ensure that any
new technology would be inclusive and available to use for a wide variety of people
in their audience. I think that in order to really know what kind of technology would
be the most useful in making my object more interactive, it would be a good idea to
survey the museum audience. Have visitors fill out surveys on their way out or
online about what kind of technology they would or not want, what would make
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technology in the museum more user-friendly, and which parts of the collection they
would like to see used with technology more often. That way I would be able to fully
understand what visitors would actually want to use.
Second Principle: Sustainable and Scalable
This principle is to remind museum professionals that technology used in their
museum must be able to last for the long-term and will be able to be properly
maintained.2 It can be easy to want to try and implement the newest and “coolest”
kinds of technology in order to attract visitors, but if the museum’s budget, space,
employees, etc. cannot ensure that it will be able to be maintained or last for a long
period of time, it could turn out to be a waste of resources and a disappointment for
visitors. I think that The Morgan’s use of audio tours is a good example of
implementing technology on a manageable scale. They are relatively easy and cheap
to maintain compared to a lot of other technology on the market, but still allow for
the visitor to experience the museum setting in a new and interesting way that
engages more of the senses than a regular visit would.
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Screenshot of Information About the Audio Guide
Third Principle: Entrepreneurial and Innovative
The third principle is all about how museum must take their technology to the next
level in order to engage audiences more. It is important that museum constantly try
to find new ways to use the technology that is already part of their institution, to
keep things fresh and exciting for their audience. Information professionals must
also be constantly trying new things and collaborating with other
professionals/museums/technology companies/etc. in order to keep up with the
ever-changing desires of the audience.3 I think that part of the reason why my object
feels inaccessible at times is because of the limited use of technology used within the
walls of The Morgan, and I believe that can be changed with the introduction of a
something relatively simple, like a basic app. Visitors are already allowed to use
their cell phones in The Morgan, so providing them with an app that they could use
during their visit could be a way to help them engage more with object. The app
could provide contextual and/or detailed information about objects on display like
Madonna of the Magnificat (for example, information about the artist, the time
period, the materials), and links and information about programs, tours, and events.
An app like this can constantly be updated and changed as time goes on, providing a
platform for experimentation by information professionals.
Fourth Principle: Open, Reusable, and Sharable
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The fourth principle is about how technology used by a museum should be open and
available for a large audience to use and interact with. The authors of these
principles state that museum should “Use permissive content licenses…Promote
content reuse through partnerships…Share collection data and other data sets
where they will aid external researchers.”4 Essentially, it is important as an
information professional to ensure that the technology in The Morgan is able to be
used more than once, and can continuously educate and help people. I think that
The Morgan does an exemplary job of making a great deal of data about objects in
their collection available to the public through the use of CORSAIR, an online digital
catalogue. The entries are very detailed and easy to access through The Morgan’s
main website.

Screenshot of CORSAIR’s Main Search Page
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Screenshot of Catalogue Entry of My Object, Madonna of the Magnificat

Screenshot of Catalogue Entry of My Object, Madonna of the Magnificat
Fifth Principle: Embedded Across the Organization
The final principle explains how all employees of a museum should be consistently
updated on what kinds of technology is being used in the museum and how it

contributes to the overall mission of the institution.5 This principle is important
because it ensures that everyone in an institution is working together towards a
common goal and everyone will become knowledgeable about different types of
museum technology. I think that since The Morgan does not have a department or
employment position strictly allotted for dealing with technology within the
museum, that would be the first step in making my object, and the rest of the
collection, more interactive. That way, there is a person (or multiple people)
available to guide the rest of the staff on how to make decisions about what kind of
technology should be used, as well as how to actually use the technology itself.
However, I think that the creation of online exhibitions by The Morgan is a way that
they are meeting the needs of this principle right now. Online exhibitions, like
regular exhibitions, need collaboration between multiple departments in order to be
successful. The Morgan has several online exhibitions available on its main website,
underneath the “Exhibitions” tab. Each online exhibition has several different
thumbnails a visitor can click on that will take them to different aspects of the
exhibition, and includes scanned pictures of objects accompanied by summaries and
labels, just like an in-person exhibition would.
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First Thumbnail of “I’m Nobody! Who are you? The Life and Poetry of Emily Dickenson”
online exhibition
After reviewing the principles, I think that overall I would best be able to
make my object more interactive by starting at a very basic level, and then as time
goes on, be able to expand and experiment with different variations of technology.
The Morgan Library and Museum does not implement a large amount of technology
within the institution itself, so I would have to use Principles One and Two to get a
feel for what kind of technology the audience would want to see and what kind of
technology the museum would be able to sustain, all the while making sure it still
aligns with The Morgan’s mission and vision. I think that The Morgan already does a
great job with making its online resources interactive, as mentioned in Principles
Four and Five, but I think I could further enhance my objects interactivity by
perhaps constructing an online exhibition around it. Finally, I could make my object
more interactive by highlighting it on the app I suggested under Principle Four.

